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 A wave of pro-impeachment protesters against President Dilma Rousseff representing 
the largest political event in Brazil’s political history came out in mass demonstrations 
throughout the country on Sunday, March 13.1 Some 3.6 million people participated, 
according to the Military Police, compared with about 2.4 million people attending pro-
impeachment protests throughout the country a year ago. 2 
 

The latest protests are the public face of extreme dissatisfaction with government 
corruption and the economy. The impact of corruption allegations against former President 
Luíz Inácio Lula da Silva, a possible impeachment of President Dilma Rousseff, and the 
country's increasingly uncertain future motivated participants. While protesters did not push 
for specific solutions, they demanded immediate change beginning with the current political 
chaos and the leadership of the Workers Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores, or PT). The 
mixed motivations behind Sunday’s protests all but guaranteed further uncertainty in a 
country in which no political leader has appeared to help Brazil and its economy to recover.  

 
Almost daily for the last two weeks, Brazilians have been surprised at decisive 

developments in Operation Lava Jato (Car Wash), part of the 10,000 million reais ($2.7 
billion USD) Petrobras scandal: João Santana, the main PT marketer, was arrested;3 Delcídio 
do Amaral, a former PT Senate leader plea-bargained and accused both Lula and Rousseff of 
involvement in the corruption scandal;4 Lula was detained for questioning on March 4.5 
Previously, protests were already being organized for March 13 against the Rousseff 
administration. 6 

                                                        
1 Protesto Na Av. Paulista é O Maior Ato Político Já Registrado Em São Paulo." Folha De S. Paulo. March 13, 2016. 
Accessed March 14, 2016. http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749528-protesto-na-av-paulista-e-o-maior-
ato-politico-ja-registrado-em-sao-paulo.shtml.  
2 "Manifestantes Fazem Maior Protesto Nacional Contra O Governo Dilma." G1. March 13, 2016. Accessed March 14, 
2016. http://g1.globo.com/politica/noticia/2016/03/manifestacoes-contra-governo-dilma-ocorrem-pelo-pais.html.  
3 Justi, Adriana. "Prisão Temporária De João Santana E Mulher Vence Nesta Quinta-feira." G1. March 03, 2016. Accessed 
March 14, 2016. http://g1.globo.com/pr/parana/noticia/2016/03/prisao-de-casal-detido-na-23-fase-da-lava-jato-vence-
nesta-quinta-feira.html.  
4 Delcídio Cita Dilma E Lula Em Acordo De Delação Premiada." Folha De S. Paulo. March 03, 2016. Accessed March 14, 
2016. http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1745828-delcidio-compromete-dilma-e-lula-em-delacao-premiada-
diz-revista.shtml.  
5 Justi, Adriana, Alana Fonseca, and Camila Bomfim. "Polícia Deflagra Nova Fase Da Lava Jato Na Casa Do Ex-presidente 
Lula." G1. March 04, 2016. Accessed March 14, 2016. 
http://g1.globo.com/pr/parana/noticia/2016/03/policia-deflagrada-nova-fase-da-lava-jato-na-casa-do-ex-presidente-
lula.html. 
6 Schreiber, Mariana. "Cinco Visões: Como Os Protestos Vão Impactar O Processo De Impeachment? - BBC Brasil." BBC 
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An Overview of Latest Protests 

 
Demonstrations got under way Sunday morning and remained surprisingly peaceful 

throughout the day7 in all of Brazil's states.8 Pro-impeachment protests also took place in 
countries where large numbers of Brazilians are living, including the United States, Portugal, 
England and France.9 Organizers said protesters in Rio de Janeiro along the Copacabana 
beach numbered roughly 1.5 million people (the Military Police issued no estimate).10 In São 
Paulo, Brazil's most populous city, the Military Police estimated attendance at 1.4 million 
people, while the Datafolha Research Institute estimated there were 500,000 participants;11 
both sources agreed it was the largest political event ever in Sao Paulo, even surpassing the 
numbers assembled outside in the end period of the military dictatorship in 1984. (Those 
gatherings, known as the Diretas Já - Direct Elections Now- protests, were extremely 
significant as participants demanded direct elections.) 

 
On Sunday, other record-breaking protests in Brazil, according to Military Police 

estimates, took place in the city of Curitiba, where investigations for Operation Lava Jato are 
based and roughly 160,000 participated; in Recife, the state capital of Pernambuco, the state 
where former President Lula was born, some 120,000 protested; and in the capital city of 
Brasilia about 100,000 people protested. 12 

 
Despite the record-setting numbers in the pro-impeachment protests, the profile of 

those attending remained the same as the pro-impeachment protests a year ago. Most 
participants were from the upper and middle classes and have a high level of education 
compared to the national average.13 Rafael Alcadipani, a researcher at Fundação Getúlio 
Vargas (FGV), said the profile of protesters in Brazilians may have changed over the years. 
Compared with those in 2013 mass protests against the rise in bus fares or in 2014 against the 
World Cup, this month's pro-impeachment protesters tended to be older, wealthier, and less 
diverse.14 

                                                        
Brasil. March 14, 2016. Accessed March 14, 2016. 
http://www.bbc.com/portuguese/noticias/2016/03/160311_protestos_analise_ms. 
7 Jubé, Andrea. "Caráter Pacífico Dos Protestos Demonstra Maturidade Do País, Diz Dilma." Valor Econômico. March 13, 
2016. Accessed March 14, 2016. http://www1.valor.com.br/politica/4478812/carater-pacifico-dos-protestos-demonstra-
maturidade-do-pais-diz-dilma. 
8 Atos Ocorrem Em Todos Os Estados; Em Curitiba, Foram 160 Mil; Veja Números." Folha De S. Paulo. March 13, 2016. 
Accessed March 14, 2016. http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749477-atos-reunem-100-mil-em-brasilia-e-
30-mil-em-bh-diz-policia-veja-numeros.shtml.  
9 “Manifestações antigoverno acontecem em várias cidades do exterior” Folha De S. Paulo. March 13, 2016. Accessed 
March 14, 2016. http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749502-manifestacoes-antigoverno-acontecem-em-
varias-cidades-do-exterior.shtml. 
10 Atos Ocorrem Em Todos Os Estados; Em Curitiba, Foram 160 Mil; Veja Números." Folha De S. Paulo. March 13, 2016. 
Accessed March 14, 2016. http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749477-atos-reunem-100-mil-em-brasilia-e-
30-mil-em-bh-diz-policia-veja-numeros.shtml. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Bächtold, Felipe. “Protesto cresce, mas manifestante mantém perfil de alta renda” Folha De S. Paulo. March 14, 2016. 
Accessed March 14, 2016. http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749640-protesto-cresce-mas-manifestante-
mantem-perfil-de-alta-renda.shtml. 
14 Kawaguti, Luis. “Brasil tem todos os ‘ingredientes’ para protestos na Olimpíada, diz especialista”. BBC Brasil. August 25, 
2016. Accessed March 13, 2016.http://www.bbc.com/portuguese/noticias/2015/08/150820_alcadipani_ping_lk 
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The Role of the Opposition 
 

Sunday’s protests were primarily against Rousseff, Lula, and the PT in general. The 
current administration's approval ratings are the lowest since the end of the military 
dictatorship.15 Over 75 percent of the Brazilians polled have evaluated the Rousseff 
administration as bad or very bad; 17 percent rate it as average, and 9 percent rate it as good. 
Roughly 67 percent of the population supported Rousseff's impeachment prior to Sunday’s 
protests, although it is speculated that such heavy disapproval is caused not only by 
corruption allegations, but also by current economic crisis. Such low approval ratings could 
help explain the high turnout this weekend.  

 
 Events were marked by a strong appeal to opposition parties; a number of opposition 
politicians received notable support from protesters. But Sunday's protests also showed some 
differences compared with previous pro-impeachment protests. At the previous protests, 
major parties such as the Brazilian Social Democratic Party (Partido da Social Democracia 
Brasiliera, or PSDB) and opposition politicians like Senator Aécio Neves of the PSDB were 
more highly regarded than when they participated on Sunday, when their approval dropped 
sharply amongst the protesters.16 Neves and the governor of São Paulo, Geraldo Alckmin, also 
of the PSDB, both attended the protests in São Paulo but did not stay long since they were 
dismissed by protesters claiming they were "opportunists."17 Both have also been involved in 
corruption scandals and so are seen as not greatly different from Rousseff or Lula. Neves, for 
example, was also cited in Amaral’s and four others' plea bargains in the Lava Jato 
operation.18 
 
Uncertainty over Rousseff Impeachment and Brazil's Future  
 

This weekend’s protests show that the future of Brazil remain uncertain in a number of 
ways. Whether Rousseff will remain president is unknown. Estimates of the political risk 
consultancy Eurasia Group put her survival chances at 50 percent.19 Any new political leader 
ascendancy to the presidency is also undetermined, considering that a number of politicians 
who could take her place if she is impeached or chooses to resign also may face corruption 
charges.  

 
Becoming increasingly likely day by day is the continuation of Rousseff’s impeachment 

                                                        
15 Moura, Mauricio. Proceedings of Brazil’s Crisis Intensifies and Enters Uncharted Territory, Wilson Center, Washington, 
D.C.  
16 Bächtold, Felipe. “Protesto cresce, mas manifestante mantém perfil de alta renda” Folha De S. Paulo. March 14, 2016. 
Accessed March 14, 2016. http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749640-protesto-cresce-mas-manifestante-
mantem-perfil-de-alta-renda.shtml. 
17 Seabra Cátia, Giba Bergamim Jr “Hostilizados por manifestantes, Aécio e Alckmin ficam meia hora na Paulista” Folha De 
S. Paulo. March 13, 2016. Accessed March 14, 2016.   
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2016/03/1749517-hostilizados-por-manifestantes-aecio-e-alckmin-ficam-meia-
hora-na-paulista.shtml. 
18 “Delação de Delcídio atinge Aécio e Renan, dizem jornais”. Carta Capital. March 09, 2016. Accessed March 14, 2016. 
http://www.cartacapital.com.br/blogs/parlatorio/delacao-de-delcidio-atinge-aecio-e-renan-dizem-jornais.  
19 “Record crowds protest against the government in Brazil”. Latin News. March 13, 2016. Accessed March 14, 2016. 
http://www.latinnews.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=68353&uid=17952&acc=1&Itemid=6&cat_id=801
224%20. 
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process. According to many reports, the weekend’s protests created a new sense of urgency 
for it. Before this weekend’s events, the process was moving slowly within the Supreme Court 
due to an overload of other cases, many related to corruption allegations. Pablo Ortellado, a 
professor of public policy management the University of São Paulo (USP), said the protests 
"confirm this crisis scenario. The political and institutional forces are feeling supported, 
legitimated to continue in their attempts to remove the president."20 Jairo Nicolau, a political 
science professor at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) agreed, saying Sunday’s 
protests "were very expressive and give force to a wave that begins to strengthen the removal 
of the president."21  

 
Aside from strengthening efforts to continue conducting an impeachment process, the 

protests do not determine whether such actions will happen. The process can be lengthy, and 
a new leader will need to emerge. President Rousseff’s impeachment is not being driven by 
the Petrobras scandal but rather by the fiscal irregularities in the federal budget, another 
example of corruption. If she is impeached, her successor will face not just a harsh political 
crisis, but also an economic crisis that does not have a short-term solution. On one hand, the 
decision of the PMDB (Party of the Brazilian Democratic Movement), the PT's main political 
ally, whether to withdraw from the government in 30 days will be relevant.22 Withdrawal 
would be key, considering that the PMBD holds five ministry posts, the second-largest 
number of Chamber of Deputies seats and the largest number of Senate seats. 23 

 
The current situation is even more concerning in light of what would happen the day 

after Rousseff is ultimately impeached. Who in the eyes of Brazilians has sufficient legitimacy 
to lead the country out of its political and economic crisis? If her impeachment does occur, a 
political leader who can govern Brazil may not currently exist to replace her. Considering that 
opposition politicians were rejected by the public at Sunday's demonstrations, it is evident 
Brazil's political instability goes far beyond these impeachment proceedings. According to 
Brazilian law,24 if Rousseff is impeached the current vice-president, Michel Temer of the 
PMDB, will replace her, but if Rousseff’s 2014 campaign in 2014 is proved to have been 
illegally financed as accused by the opposition party, PSDB,25 then Temer will also have to 
resign. Next in line would be the current president of the Chamber of Deputies, Eduardo 
Cunha of the PMDB, who would be responsible to call new elections. However, at the moment 

                                                        
20 Schreiber, Mariana. "Cinco Visões: Como Os Protestos Vão Impactar O Processo De Impeachment? - BBC Brasil." BBC 
Brasil. March 14, 2016. Accessed March 14, 2016. 
http://www.bbc.com/portuguese/noticias/2016/03/160311_protestos_analise_ms.  
21 Ibid. 
22 Lourenço, Iolando. “PMDB decidirá em 30 dias se continua no governo”. Agência Brasil. March 12, 2016. Accessed 
March 14, 2016. http://agenciabrasil.ebc.com.br/politica/noticia/2016-03/pmdb-decidira-em-30-dias-se-continua-no-
governo 
23 Gomes, Karina “PMDB tenta ampliar oposição a Dilma no Congresso Nacional”. Deutsche Welle. November 03, 2014. 
Accessed March 14, 2016. http://www.dw.com/pt/pmdb-tenta-ampliar-oposi%C3%A7%C3%A3o-a-dilma-no-congresso-
nacional/a-18037333. 
24 “Se Dilma sair, quem assume? Entenda”. Notícias ao Minuto. March 13, 2016. Accessed March 14, 2016. 
http://www.noticiasaominuto.com.br/politica/197699/se-dilma-sair-quem-assume-entenda 
25 Ramalho Renan. “Maioria do TSE vota por manter ação contra Dilma; decisão final é adiada”. G1. August 25, 2015. 
Accessed March 14, 2016. http://g1.globo.com/politica/noticia/2015/08/maioria-do-tse-vota-por-manter-acao-para-
impugnar-mandato-de-dilma.html. 
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Cunha is also accused in the Lava Jato Operation.26 Finally, if he is prosecuted and unable to 
succeed the president, fourth in line would be the president of the Senate, Renan Calheiros of 
the PMDB, who was also mentioned in Amaral’s plea bargaining.27 Brazil is entering an 
unprecedented, extremely polarized period with high political tension. An allegedly corrupt 
president may be impeached, investigations of a former president and a number of prominent 
senators and public officials continue, and yet those who remain to step up and provide 
political leadership are also accused of corruption. As Brazil's corruption cycle continues, the 
public demands change but is uncertain who will lead the nation or what options for change 
exist. 
 
By Esther Fuentes and Rachael Hilderbrand, Research Associates at the Council 
on Hemispheric Affairs 

                                                        
26 Mazui, Guilherme. “STF decide por unanimidade tornar Cunha réu na Lava Jato”. ZH Notícias. March 03, 2016. Accessed 
March 14, 2016. http://zh.clicrbs.com.br/rs/noticias/noticia/2016/03/stf-decide-por-unanimidade-tornar-cunha-reu-da-
lava-jato-4989217.html. 
27 Delação de Delcídio atinge Aécio e Renan, dizem jornais”. Carta Capital. March 09, 2016. Accessed March 14, 2016. 
http://www.cartacapital.com.br/blogs/parlatorio/delacao-de-delcidio-atinge-aecio-e-renan-dizem-jornais. 
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